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Achieving Expected
Thermal Performance
Fiber Glass Batts in Flat Ceilings
Information from NAIMA

In this issue we examine
the application of batts in
horizontal ceilings and focus
on recent testing.
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section in one of the most
sophisticated test chambers
in the world. The chamber
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blankets are com-
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(See Figure 1, page 2.)

late flat ceilings and
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existing buildings.
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batts are available with insula-

R-38 insulation were installed.
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These batts are manufactured in
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on the assembly with the tem-
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expected R-values.

Two groups of three tests
were run. The first group
examined the R-38 batts as

Attic System Testing
Laboratory tests were conducted under controlled con-

installed, including minor
gaps caused by the truss support penetrations. The second
set of tests examined the

impact of filling the gaps in

uration of the test attic

system performance of the

the batts, caused by the truss
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ceiling. The average of the
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three tests showed a ceiling
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Full-Width Insulation

ted ceiling had a system performance under these condi-
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For each group of tests,
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the R-43 expected by the
R-30 and -38 batts are also
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system using full-width batts

width applications, such as
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Although designed only
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sional ASHRAE procedure at
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When the uncovered ceil-

n Use full-width R-30 or R-38

n With eave vents, leave at

ing framing is exposed to the

batts. Never use narrow-

least one inch of clear-

attic, the overall performance

width material since the

ance between the insula-

of the ceiling system is sub-

framing members will not

tion and roof deck. Use

stantially lessened. Though a

be covered. (See Figure 2.)

baffles where needed.

laboratory test was not performed, an ASHRAE calcula-

(See Figure 3.)
n Install batts out over exten Make sure that the ends of

tion of the R-38 test attic,

rior wall top plates. Batts

assuming no coverage over

assure thermal protection

insulation batts butt

the framing, yielded an overall

at eaves by preventing cold

together snugly. This is easy

R-30 at 75 degrees F mean.

spots and potential mois-

to accomplish with resilient

Clearly, the right material to

ture condensation.
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use in the ceiling is full-width
insulation. Narrow-width insulation should only be used for

Figure 2
Ceiling Installation

rafters with cathedral ceilings
or floor cavities where the
insulation fills only the space
between wood members.
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Doing the Job Right

Vapor Retarder

Figure 3
Soffit Venting
Prefabricated baffle boards
are available

The performance of any
insulation product is depen-

Keep soffit
vents clear

Be sure air can flow
(Use baffle if necessary)

dent not only on selecting
the proper product but also
on installing it correctly.
Ceiling batts are easy to
install but the installer
should take a few precautions to ensure quality appli-

Soffit vent

Cover
top
plate

cation for a flat ceiling:
3

n When installing from

tion you have purchased

below, make sure that the

will perform to the labeled

batts are pulled down flush

R-value. (See Figure 4.)

with the ceiling line.
n Do not cover recessed light

fixtures with insulation.

Desired Performance
Both actual attic thermal

For More Information
NAIMA has published a
variety of informational
brochures on proper installation procedures and recommended insulation practices.
For a complete listing of
NAIMA publications, contact:

Unless the fixture is IC

research and ASHRAE calcu-

rated, any insulation must

lations indicated that, to

be kept at least three

achieve expected thermal

NAIMA

inches away.

performance, open attic

44 Canal Center Plaza

applications need standard,

Suite 310

full-width batts which are

Alexandria, VA 22314
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appropriate interior finish.
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cations, such as for cathedral

which insures the insula-

ceilings or floor cavities.

Figure 4
NAHB Label

Tel: 703/684-0084
Fax: 703/684-0427
E-mail: insulation@naima.org
Website: http://www.naima.org

ABOUT NAIMA

NAIMA is a trade association of North
American manufacturers of fiber glass,
rock wool, and slag wool insulation products. NAIMA’s role is to promote energy
efficiency and environmental preservation
through the use of fiber glass, rock wool,
and slag wool insulation products and to
encourage safe production and use of
these insulation products.
NAIMA BUILDING INSULATION
COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
CertainTeed Corporation
PO Box 860
Valley Forge, PA 19482
610/341-7000
Knauf Fiber Glass
240 Elizabeth Street
Shelbyville, IN 46176
800/825-4434
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation
Fiberglas Tower
Toledo, OH 43659
419/248-8000
Schuller International, Inc.
PO Box 5108
Denver, CO 80217-5108
800/654-3103

Samples of this product are tested periodically by the NAHB
Research Center and are determined to meet the average of the
manufacturer’s stated dimensions and thermal resistance at or below
the stated thickness. Manufacturer’s products have been produced
to the same standard as samples tested.
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